Yale ADRC Research Day  
February 12, 2019

Christopher van Dyck, MD—Psychiatry  
*PET Imaging of Synaptic Density and Other Biomarkers in Alzheimer’s Disease*

Jason Cai, PhD—Radiology and Biomedical Imaging  
*Development of Novel SV2A PET Agents for Early Detection of Alzheimer’s Disease*

Amy Arnsten, PhD—Neuroscience  
*Alzheimer’s-like pathology in aged rhesus macaques: A unique model for late onset disease*

Morgan Levine, Ph.D.—Department of Pathology  
*Epigenetic Aging in Alzheimer’s Disease*

Nenad Sestan, MD, Ph.D—Neuroscience  
*Wired to be human: Development, evolution and dysfunction of neocortical circuits*

In Hyun Park, Ph.D—Stem Cell Center  
*In vitro models of human neurodevelopmental disease*

Flora Vaccarino, MD—Neuroscience  
*Stem cell models of human brain development*

Hope 216  
1:00 pm—5:00 pm  
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